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A project of the BC Young Fishermen’s Network
and the T.Buck Suzuki Foundation
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INTRODUCTION
The BC Young Fishermen’s Gathering is an annual event held by the BC Young Fishermen’s
Network, a project of the T. Buck Suzuki Environmental Foundation, to foster learning,
networking, and growth among young harvesters. As the average age of BC fishermen
continues to climb – anyone under 55 is considered young – it is increasingly difficult for young
commercial harvesters to find the resources, community, and knowledge holders they need to
succeed. The Gathering aims to help young fishermen access these resources, lessons, and
stories in a supportive space.
Now in its 4th year, the two-day 2020 Gathering drew 100 participants to support the growth of
a young fishing community. About 65 percent of attendees were active commercial fish
harvesters, with the remainder split between representatives from non-profits, governments,
and other organizations. From our event survey, 80 percent reported that they would be “very”
or “extremely” likely to use information and contacts gained at the event to build their fishing
business. This growth is exciting, and next year we are looking to include new sessions,
particularly more sessions around reconciliation and addressing the unique regulatory and
financial challenges and opportunities facing Indigenous fish harvesters.
***
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RATIONALE
Fisheries have woven the social and cultural fabric of BC’s rural and Indigenous coastal
communities, creating tight social networks, a sense of pride, connection, and identity.
Fishermen are resource stewards and by working on the water they maintain a centuries-long
connection to the ocean and care for BC’s marine resources. Small-scale fishermen are akin to
small scale farmers, playing an equally important role in sustainable food systems and local
food security.
Although fisheries have provided social, cultural and economic stability to BC’s coastal
communities, the fleet is “greying”, meaning that the average age of a fish harvester is
increasing. Over the last 30 years, shifts in management, resource availability and distribution
of access have led to a decline in the participation of the fishery. In 2016, only 23% of BC’s fish
harvesters were under the age of 30. With BC losing its intergenerational connection to fishing,
there is a greater need for facilitated skill and community building opportunities like the
Gathering.
***
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS
‘A breath of fresh air’: The value of
community
The annual BC Young Fishermen’s
Gathering is a unique space for harvesters
to share stories and skills, and air
frustrations about regulatory changes,
public misconceptions, and environmental
challenges that come up over the year. Few
other events on the coast bring together
such a broad community of peers with the
explicit goal of building community and sharing knowledge. Harvesters from across the fisheries
gathered with representatives from fishing-related businesses and political associations over
the two days. Participants noted that the evening reception, networking breakfast, and social
time during the program helped to foster this important sense of a fishing community.
Get better, be known: Business, marketing, and buyer relations
The fishing industry is always in flux. New markets are opening in Canada and abroad, while
traceability programs have created opportunities for harvesters to creatively grow their
businesses by marketing to customers looking for local foods. Peter De Greef’s keynote speech
offered refreshing insights into how to take advantage of these trends. Our business panel
offered strategic advice from financial advisors and brokers on building a healthy fish business
while a discussion group offered space for peers to share tips on marketing and distributing
their catch locally, and an interactive workshop explored ways to foster productive
relationships between harvesters and fish buyers.
What’s happening out there?
Perspectives from fish harvesters and
DFO
The Gathering is a time for harvesters
to share their first-hand knowledge
about their watery offices among
themselves, with scholars and nonprofits, politicians and with DFO. These
discussions alternated between
presentations and informal
conversations flowing through coffee
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breaks, meals, and the evening reception. We heard from Fisheries and Oceans about the legal
and scientific considerations informing their decision-making process. We also heard from Dr.
Nathan Bennett whose work on fisheries access issues in BC highlighted the challenges facing
BC fishermen.
All hands on deck: Knots, nets, and
safety at sea
Fishing is a risky job. Nets, winches,
lines, and motors – a fishing boat is rife
with potential dangers best managed
with appropriate training, technical
skills, and practice. Participants had an
opportunity to refine their knot tying,
splicing, and net mending techniques
both in a workshop and in a hearty
game of fishermen’s ‘Olympics’ during
our evening reception. Attendees were also introduced to new, smartphone-based software
developed by Fish Safe BC to maximize harvesters’ safety both at sea and ashore.
Be heard: Fisheries associations and MPA planning processes
Politics and seafood are inseparable. Fisheries bring together issues of rights, resources, food
systems - in BC, the industry’s most positive developments have primarily been shaped by fish
harvesters who banded together to be heard in the political sphere. This kind of engagement
remains vital to ensuring young harvester’s success. Participants met with representatives of
various industry associations and other political bodies and, if interested, could sign up for
future engagement efforts. The Marine Planning Team, a group of industry advocates engaging
harvesters in the development of the North Shelf Bioregion MPA Network, also presented on
their work at the event.
***
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RESOURCES AND PRESENTATIONS
Click on the links below for access to speaker’s presentations and additional resources.

INSIGHTS ON THE BUSINESS OF FISHING IN BC
Presentation by Peter De Greef, Fish Harvester

SEAFOOD MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
Provided by the BC Ministry of Agriculture
Buy BC Partnership Program
BC Agrifood and Seafood Market Development
Every Chef Needs a Farmer/Fisher
BC Seafood Expo

FISHING FOR A FUTURE
Presentation by Dr. Nathan Bennett, University of British Columbia

FISHERIES MANAGEMENT 101
Presentation by Roger Kanno, Senior Coordinator
Sustainable Fisheries Framework

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES LICENCING RULES AND
POLICIES REFERENCE DOCUMENT
Additional resource provided by Fisheries and Oceans Canada Pacific Region

MARINE SAFETY
Presentation by Ryan Ford, Fish Safe BC

ASSOCIATIONS AND ADVISORY BOARDS
Presentation by Tiare Boyes and David MacKay, Fish Harvesters

***
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2020 GATHERING PROGRAM
Day 1- Thursday January 23rd, 2020
Welcome
Welcome address | Kiera Vandeborne,
coordinator of the B.C. Young Fishermen’s
Network
Blessing | Lolly Good, Elder, Snuneymuxw
First Nation
Opening remarks | Hon. Lana Popham,
Minister of Agriculture
Introduction | Dan Edwards, Fish Harvester
Keynote
Insights on the business of fishing in BC | Peter De Greef, Fish Harvester
Marketplace of Ideas
Introductions to the BC Young Fishermen’s Network | BCYFN Steering Committee
Marketplace of Ideas l Crowd-sourced
A place to share introductions, ideas, advice, and reflections. Speakers were given two minutes,
and talked on everything from the impact of B.C.’s colonial legacy on fisheries to advice on
building brand awareness.
Building Your Fishing Program
Moderator | Jordan Belveal, Fish Harvester
Panelists | Adam Parkes, Parkes & Company
| Keith Chauvel, Pacific Coast Fishermen's Mutual Marine Insurance Co.
| Kris Anderson, Bank of Montreal
| Tom Amirault, Nesika Insurance Services Inc.
Participants met with service providers and learned how to build a fishing program that works
for them- from business planning, to lending and insuring, to filing taxes.
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Gear Work
Workshop leaders
| Dave MacKay, Fish Harvester
| Barry Marcotte, Fish Harvester
| Tim Hobbs, Redden Net Co Ltd.
Participants were given the opportunity to
brush up on their mending, splicing, and
knot tying with experienced harvesters
and gear suppliers.
Marketing your catch
Moderator | Fraser MacDonald, Howe Sound Seafood Co.
Workshop Leaders | Bruce & Pilar Martinelli, B and S Fishing
| Kingsley Bryce, Natural Gifts Seafood
| Melissa Collier, West Coast Wild Scallops
| Sonia Strobel, Skipper Otto CSF
| Darah Gibson, Ministry of Agriculture
Participants joined a conversation about marketing that highlighted different business models,
key business considerations, challenges and opportunities along the way. Darah Gibson also
explained the seafood marketing support available from the BC Ministry of Agriculture.

Tour of the Stone Boatyard
Participants visited the local shipyard
to hear about their haul-outs and
services they offer.

Evening reception at Old City Station
Pub with Fishermen’ ‘Olympics’
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Day 2- Friday, January 24th, 2020
Fishing For A Future
Presenter | Dr. Nathan Bennett, University of British Columbia
Dr. Bennett presented the results of a 2019 survey exploring access issues faced by fishermen
and their implications for the wellbeing of BC’s harvesters.
Fisheries Management 101
Presenters | Ann Bussell, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
| Roger Kanno, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Fisheries and Oceans Canada joined participants to discuss their mandate, sustainable fisheries
management framework, and how harvesters can engage in management processes.
Making the Most of Fisherman-Buyer Relationships
Workshop Leaders
| Chris Kantowicz, Skipper Otto CSF
| Sonia Strobel, Skipper Otto CSF
Participants explored ways to improve their
relationships with buyers by brainstorming
and sharing best practices.

Marine Safety
Presenter | Ryan Ford, Fish Safe BC
Participants were introduced to a new smartphone crew training app and learnt about Fish
Safe’s new Knots & Lines workshop.
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Fishery Associations
Overview Presentation | Tiare Boyes, BC
Tuna Fishermen’s Association | David
MacKay, Area F Troll Association
Roundtable Discussions
| Bob Fraumeni, Canadian Sablefish
Association
| Dan Edwards, Area A Crab Association
| David MacKay, Area F Troll Association
| Duncan Cameron, BC Crab Fishermen’s
Association
| Greg Thomas, Herring Conservation and Research Society
| Guy Johnson Pacific Prawn Fishermen’s Caucus
| Joy Thorkelson, United Fishermen & Allied Workers’ Union
| Mike Atkins Pacific Prawn Fishermen’s Association
| Peter De Greef Pacific Halibut Management Association of BC
| Tiare Boyes, BC Tuna Fishermen’s Association
Participants had an opportunity to meet their fishing representatives and discuss how their
roles representing fishermen’s interests.
Marine Protected Areas
Presenters | Bruce Turris, Grant Dovey, Mike Atkins, Marine Planning Team
Representatives from the Marine Planning Team presented their work in coordinating an
industry-wide response the proposed Northern Shelf Bioregion MPA Network.
Open Space
The open space provided an opportunity for
participants to pose a question or discussion
topic on an issue of concern to them. Topics
addressed in this session included First
Nations fisheries management, the need to
move from talk to action, and tips for talking
to MPs, MLAs, and other politicians.

***
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FUTURE OF BC YOUNG FISHERMEN’S GATHERING
The inaugural BC Young Fishermen’s
Gathering in 2017 brought together 30
participants from across British Columbia.
Since, our attendance has more than
tripled in size with participation from
harvesters, government, businesses,
researchers, and representatives from
non-profits travelling to the Gathering
from across Canada and across the West
Coast, from the Gulf of Mexico to Alaska.
Compared to 2019, this year’s event had a stronger B.C. focus, with Alaska and Atlantic Canada
hosting their own gatherings at the same time. About 52 percent of participants were
returning, while 48 percent were first time attendees – an indication that we are growing and
deepening the relationships central to our BC Young Fishermen’s Network from year to year.
We hope to continue to weave these connections between fish harvesters, fisheries, and
communities that so often work in isolation. One participant highlighted the importance of this
unique opportunity:
“I wish there was something like the Young Fishermen’s Gathering when I was young, to
feel better supported during those tough times- both for the knowledge of how to make it
in the industry and business side of things, but maybe more importantly, for a community
who can relate to the struggles and was walking that same mile.”
-Retired B.C. fisherman

While we foster these relationships and grow our fishing community in B.C, we must take a
critical look at how the Network is serving our participants’ needs. Delivering diverse and
relevant programming for Indigenous youth, and building deckhand-specific workshops are
among our top considerations as we look forward to next year’s Gathering. We plan on
incorporating sessions that provide hands-on learning, collaborative problem-solving, and more
space for dialogue with fish harvesters, allies, and regulators. We also hope to amplify the
Gathering’s reputation as a place where fish and the fishing lifestyle - the foods, the cultures,
traditions, businesses, and communities- are celebrated. As we move into spring and more folks
start heading out on the water, we hope the Gathering leaves harvesters refreshed and
reminded they are supported by a coast-wide community.
***
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our Keynote speaker, Peter De Greef for setting a positive tone, and to Dan Edwards for
keeping the Gathering’s schedule on-track.
We greatly appreciate the time and support dedicated by all thirty-six speakers and teachers.
Much gratitude to our organizing committee, listed below, for their leadership and direction.
Thank you to Chelsey Ellis for capturing moments on camera; Katelynn Gillette for controlling
our social media accounts; Cailyn Siider for preparing our ice-breaker trivia questions; and
Melissa Collier for announcing our raffle prize winners. Many thanks to Esther Searle and Ross
Antilla for coordinating travel to the tour, and to Nick Webster from the Nanaimo Boatyard for
welcoming our group. Thank you to Jordan Belveal, Fraser MacDonald, and Sonia Strobel for
facilitating our fish harvester competition at the reception. We also thank Fish Safe BC and
Redden Net for providing competition supplies. A big thank you to T.Buck staff - Megan Eadie,
Marc Fawcett-Atkinson, and Esther Searle - for filling in where needed. Finally, we extend a
boatload of gratitude to the Gathering participants for their engagement and energy over the
two days.
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